8:30 a.m. Registration / Refreshments - Program Starts at 9 a.m.

**Opening Address: Dan Kaufman**

Author of “The Fall of Wisconsin: The Conservative Conquest of a Progressive Bastion and the Future of American Politics.” A Wisconsin native, Kaufman is a contributor to the New York Times and has written extensively about the state’s political history and occurrences since the 2011 Wisconsin Uprising.

**Panel Discussion: Direct Action events, past and present**

Listen to activists who have helped develop winning strategies for workers. Among the presenters will be organizers for the “Day Without Latinxs & Immigrants” march; a substitute teacher whose hunger strike won benefits; a young worker who has found new strategies, and a leader of a recent organizing victory.

**Moderator: Jillian Jacklin, Lecturer, University of Wisconsin—Madison**

**Discussion: Strategies for the future**

Union activists and academic experts discuss winning strategies for the future, including

- Stephanie Bloomingdale, President, Wisconsin State AFL-CIO (invited)
- Kevin Gundlach, President, South Central Federation of Labor
- Rachel Buff, Professor of History, University of Wisconsin—Milwaukee

**Moderator: Jon Shelton, Center for Democracy and Policy Studies, UW-Green Bay**

**Open Discussion: Your Time to Sound off!**

---

**WLHS 2019 Conference—REGISTRATION FORM**

Registration -- $35.00
Unemployed, students - $10.00

_____ Reservations @ $35.00 Amt. $_____
_____ Reservations @ $10.00 Amt. $_____

Name

Address

Email Address

**Issue Check to:** Wisconsin Labor History Society

**Mail by April 9, 2019 to:**

Wisconsin Labor History Society
6333 W. Bluemound Rd., Milwaukee WI 53213

_____ Check here if you wish a vegetarian lunch

____ Check here if you wish a gluten free lunch

Reservations may be made online. Click Here.